THE SIMPSON PROTOCOL TRAINING
and
Heartland Hypnosis Conference
5 Days of Training
April 27th – May 1st
Holiday Inn Express Riverport
13735 Riverport Drive
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
Heartland Hypnosis Conference
Beginning with three days of training you will learn from the most
experienced and knowledgeable masters of the hypnotic craft. Choose the
one of four hypnosis tracks that best suits your needs. The clinical, stage
hypnosis, business and metaphysical tracks allow the hypnotist to pick the
program which best suits their career desires.
In fact, the Clinical Track is so strong, we added another room. This year,
we will have two clinical presentations each hour. Psychotherapists will love
the Friday Clinical Track.
Mental Health CEs are available on Friday and NGH CEs all weekend.
The Stage Track is jam packed with big names and very interesting and
helpful classes for both novices and the experienced performers.
The Business Track has great instruction for every type of hypnotist so you
may attract and help more people while getting paid a professional fee for
your service.
The Metaphysical Track has numerous change modalities utilizing spiritual
values and techniques.
After adding to your base of knowledge, stay for the Post Conference Two
Day Simpson Protocol Training

The Simpson Protocol Training
Objectives- This is a developing and extraordinary course that teaches
students how to bring clients into the deepest levels of Hypnosis (Esdaile
and beyond) in order to access the Super-Conscious Mind. Allowing the
hypnotist to communicate with the client at every level allows the client
obtain the best results. (This is one of the first time this type of
communication has become available at the Esdaile level). Normally, when
a subject enters the Esdaile level, they find themselves so comfortable and
relaxed that they no longer wish to communicate with the hypnotist.
Students will learn how to bring their clients into the Esdaile level and verify
that they’ve reached the Esdaile level with specific tests and then validate it
with the conscious mind. From there, you will learn what questions to ask to
illicit the most important answers to the client’s deepest problems and then
learn how to assist the client to resolve them from within using the
Super-Conscious Mind.
Here are some specific benefits of this class:
Learn how to prepare clients to achieve deeper levels of hypnosis.
Learn how to condition clients quickly and easily using pre-conditioning
techniques, so each client can reach the Esdaile level more rapidly.
Learn how to take clients to the Esdaile level and test to ascertain they are
there.
Learn how to communicate interactively with the Superconscious and
subconscious minds in the Esdaile State and beyond.
Learn to let the Client’s “SuperConcious Mind” lead the session to achieve
profound outcomes.
Demonstrate how to apply “Change Work” to clients.
This two day seminar is intended to help Hypnotists learn how to attain and
interact with the subconscious and Superconscious minds while in the
Esdaile level (Hypnotic Coma) and beyond, and be able to use The Simpson
Protocol the very next day in their own practice.
You will be given a manual and improvements that have been made in the
past several years.

Because the Protocol is based on every changing work, you will be
introduced to the opportunity of expanding the technique to other aspects of
hypnosis to maximize your effectiveness.
Ongoing training is available to achieve mastery of the techniques taught.

Heartland Hypnosis Conference is $350.
The Simpson Protocol is $595.
Save $50 by signing up early for the full Five Days of Training
$895.
$895 for the two together

